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The role of the KUD is an important pillar to build the nation through the 

economic development of rural areas. The role of Government as the economic wheel 

drive should be supported the existence of the KUD in order to move the village 

economy faster wheels. Likewise, the Government together with the villagers, KUD 

Board selects which certainly have the quality of human resources professionals. 

Forward the withdrawal of KUD, often caused by human resources (HR) that manages 

the KUD. If well managed, the KUD believed progress would appear clearly. Vice 

versa, if the KUD is not managed professionally, then age KUD will not survive. 

 

In this study, there is a problem: formula 1 practice) how cooperation between 

the CENTER of the "DAU" Unfortunate with the dairy farmers? 2) How such 

cooperation practices reviewed in perspective Of legislation of Syariah Economic Law 

(KUHES)? Type of this research is a descriptive qualitative research. In the field of data 

collection techniques, the techniques used in research are: interviews, observation and 

documentation to answer the problem of research. 

. 

The results showed that cooperation between the KUD "DAU" Malang with 

dairy farmers to help ease the burden of members, for example, there are members who 

can't pay the loan save on the unit has fallen due, then the KUD "DAU" Malang of the 

hapless provides an opportunity some time again with no subject in. Provide a source of 

funding in order to improve the quality and income members with ease, it is obtained 

through the unit that provides loan guarantees to save. Create a independence and a 

sense of responsibility on the Board through the training of KUD "DAU" Malang. The 

practice of cooperation if it is reviewed in the perspective Of Economic Law legislation 

of Syariah is incompatible with an Islamic economic system is system based on the 

Koran and the al-Hadits, because in the management of KUD "DAU" Malang still use 

the system of interest. This can be seen in the Save unit borrow KUD "DAU" Malang. 

While the KUD "DAU" Malang program is still not evenly distributed, which can be 

felt by all its members. During this time the empowerment program is still enjoyed by 

some members only, this could have a look at the Save unit borrow only warranties on 

members who have the appropriate security with the provisions of the KUD "DAU" 

Malang  has been established by KUD "DAU" Malang should make loans to members 

does not have collateral or with limited loans and with the assurance of faith alone, so 

that the all members of the KUD "DAU" Malang empowerment program is able to 

sense the hapless KUD "DAU" Malang. 

 


